
Film-finished table top



Purpose

• Explain the perception of depth imparted
by wood finishing and how to attain it.



Finish Categories

evaporative
Shellac 2 lb-- 20% solids

Enamel, lacquer

Catalytic
Varnish, Polyurethane —20% solids*

Epoxy

Two part catalytic varnishes -durable

Oils, Tung, Linseed, — 100% solids*
O2

Unreactive Oils, waxes

Latex

*Keep Oxidative cross linkers from the air.
*Japan drier speeds up oxidative curing.

*



Dry wood back-scatters light in all directions

Lack of depth
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Poly Urethane (oil based) Poly Urethane (water based)

The end grain’s contrast is improved by finish penetration;
light enters but cant get out. Sanding inhibits penetration.
Water-based poly-U does not penetrate so you see surface-
Scattered light
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Refractive index matching of filter paper
over knife handle using a few drops of
mineral spirits.

Filter paper before
refractive index matching

The dry paper is white because all wavelengths are backscattered equally
Scattering is from the refractive difference between air and cellulose.





Refractive index matching of blue-stained paper

<- ->



Wax

Poly-U

Critical Angle

Filled tracheids
Complete refractive
index matching

Cell lumina are empty
Cell walls are glassy
Partial Scattering

Dry wood
Total scattering

Film finish

.... ..
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Finished wood is always darker than is unfinished wood, mostly because much
of the scattered light can’t get out. From inside the finish layer, much of the
finish surface looks like a mirror.



Finishes match the refractive
index of wood

(cellulose) making it transparent

Material η=ref index Material
η=ref 
index

Material η=ref index

Acetone 1.36 Crystal 2 Plexiglas 1.5

Air 1.0002926 Diamond 2.417 Polyethylene glycol 1.464

Beeswax 1.44 Epoxy resin 1.5651 Polyurethane plastic 1.6

Candelilla 1.456 Ethyl Alcohol 1.36 Quartz 1.544

Carbon Disulfide 1.628 Glycerin 1.473 Shellac 1.52-1.527

Carbon Tetrachloride 1.46 Methyl ethyl ketone 1.38 Silica Glasses 1.52-1.8

Carnauba wax 1.454 Mineral Spirits 1.422 Turpentine 1.472

Carruba wax 1.472 Naphtha 1.42 Vacuum 1

Cellulose 1.46-1.59 Nitrocellulose 1.538 Water 35 C 1.33157

Paraffin 1.44



Wax

Poly-U

Critical Angle

Filled tracheid's
Complete refractive
index matching

Cell Lumina are empty
Cell walls are glassy
Partial Scattering

Dry wood
Total scattering

Film finish

.... ..
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Scattered light (image flipped)

Tiger Maple 1/32” veneer, One application Tung oil
pinholes (arrows) assist orientation

3. For maple, 1/32” of finish pemetration is insufficient for bringing out depth

1. The light horizontal bands you see from above were due to scattering and
2. scattering prevented light penetration.

5. Darker woods absorb all light within 1/32” and can withstand thin veneers.

Transmitted light (inside the wood)

2. The dark vertical bands (growth rings) you see from above are due to absorption of
light by dyes in the autumn wood.

4. Horizontal bands show chatoyance, vertical bands do not.
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Curly maple shows

1. depth of oil penetration over 1/8”

2. Backscattering from light bands
block light from passing through

3. Chatoyance for later.

Thin veneers of light woods
suppress visual depth; use dark
backing to maintain tiger effect.
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Light Piping and chatoyance



Acceptance
cone

Cladding

Cladding

Core

Light piping in fiber optics explains chatoyance, critical angle
reflections within the pipe penetrate deep into the finished wood.
When you change the angel of your viewpoint, you change your
acceptance cone.
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Hydrophilic

Solvent properties

Hydrophobic

Water Alcohol* Acetone MEK
lacquer thinner

Goof Off

Mineral spirits
motor oil
waxes

Toluene

For cleaning spray guns, brushes, and knowing what dissolves in what.

*Keep alcohol dry.
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Laws of capillarity.

Strength is inversely proportional
to diameter of capillary and to the

distance between the solid support
and the liquid along the

hydrophobic—>hydrophilic scale.

The ideal finishing liquid will
penetrate the most

Squirt solvent into the heel of the brush



Oil vs. Varnish

Varnish is 80% solvent. The solvent
penetrates much faster than the varnish
molecules and ‘caries’ the varnish with it until
it stops. The varnish penetrates much less
than the solvent. Oil, 100% solids,
penetrates slower but much further in than
the varnish.



Wax

Poly-U

Critical Angle

Filled tracheids
Complete refractive
index matching

Cell lumina are empty
Cell walls are glassy
Partial Scattering

Dry wood
Total scattering

Film finish

.... ..
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Surface scattering

Satin varnish has tiny refractive index difference
particles (silica) that scatter light in all directions.
Rubbed off finishes leave grooves like on a vinyl
record that follow the grain and scatter light
directionally. For a more natural finish. Better to
have sandpaper or steel wool scratches following
the grain to impart a satin or matte finish than to
use silica particles.
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Air

When varnish dries, The polymers line up with the Air-loving
ends on top. Thus the layer is not vertically homogeneous.
If you sand through this layer to the lower layer of varnish, you
will be cutting through a slight refractive index transition and get
rings. Shellac and lacquer do not display these transitions because the
upper layer partially dissolves the lower layer during application.

Ordered

Disordered

Wipe on-buff off gel-varnish ameliorates the rings.



Waxing brightens the wood because it lets more
light out.

Angular deviation from vertical



Glancing reflected light is polarized and can be selectively
absorbed by polarized sunglasses.
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Wood Stains
Pigments are finely crushed and mulled

colorful rocks. -scatter select
wavelengths -only penetrate the

largest of vessels and holes. -
insensitive to UV and bleaches.

Dyes are small molecules that transmit
some wavelengths while absorbing
others. -penetrate into the wood

usually by following a solvent front -UV

and bleach sensitive

Chemical treatments can cause
organics already in the wood to acquire

or change color.-Nice because

they often follow the natural grain.
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Dyes and conjugated double bonds
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Suggested steps for applying tung or linseed oil for maximum penetration.

1. Hand plane the surface or, if you have sanded it, raise the grain by scrubbing with
water containing a little liquid detergent or ammonia in it followed by wiping off
with hand towels or rags and drying.

2. Apply linseed oil or tung oil, hopefully using oil batches that require several hours
to get tacky. Apply oil with squeeze bottle and small rag and, if possible, cover with
seran wrap for 30-120 min.

3. Sand along the grain with 150, then 220 grit emory paper.
4. Wipe off scarf and excess oil with rags.
5. If surface is still oily to the touch after a day or two, wipe on a 4% solution of Japan

drier in mineral spirits and wipe off. Cure another day.
6. Wipe on another coat of oil using 440 grit emory paper. To the oil you can add

drier to 1% if the first coat showed tardy curing. Wipe off after 30 min.
7. If Some regions were still absorbing oil before the second wipe off, repeat step 6.
8. You can stop here or proceed to alternatives.
9.

A. for a more durable wiped off finish, wipe on/off with 50% oil/50%
polyurethane, cure, and then wipe on/off with 100% polyurethane

B. For other finishes. After step 8, brush on dewaxed shellac. Dry- and then brush,
spray or French polish or tone to your hearts content.

C. For a film finish, Brush or spray on poly-U sanding between coats. Final sanding
to 6,000 grit with soapy water lubricant followed by several coats of wipe on-wipe
off gel varnish. The gel varnish method precludes polishing with pumice and
rottenstone and additionally removes inter-layer rings generated by sanding
below the last-applied thick varnish layer.

10. Wax



Film-finished table top
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